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Where to host an application, platform, or other workload used to be a
straightforward decision, but now there are a myriad of choices that
enterprises must navigate to support the variety of use cases they are
pursuing as part of their digital transformations.

New technology capabilities and shifting business requirements are
creating disruptions across the board, including introducing new provider
choices and the need for more integrated technology that spans both the
enterprise IT and operations environments. This IT and operational
technology (OT) convergence is accelerating the transformation of OT
providers that have traditionally been very stable and risk adverse.

In the Future of Operations, the need for new insights, increased
collaboration, and greater operational resilience is leading to choices
about which applications and data to move to the cloud. 



Enterprises must develop remote, connected capabilities, data aggregation and analysis and empowering
decision making, all without disrupting current operations. IDC's Perspective, Evaluating the Roles of Edge
and Cloud in Operational Technology, offers a framework for organizations to evaluate their options for
deploying and managing operational technology.

Operations
The activities responsible for the safe, reliable, and efficient execution of a physical process
central to an organization's business. 

Operational Technology
The digital technology domain, distinct from IT which encompasses the dedicated hardware,
software, and services necessary for monitoring, controlling, and managing operations. 
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Operational Technology Framework
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Key Definitions
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Includes control computers, DCSs, and PLCs
and operations-dedicated servers,
microservers, and other compute resources
located on premises/at the edge. The benefit
of onsite processing is considerable local
control, low latency capable of true "real
time" execution, potentially air-gapped
security options, and offline sovereignty,
which provides greater reliability from
outside disruption such as a network outage.

Edge and traditional on-premise
systems

Cloud-capable architecture that uses
application capabilities and management
between the cloud and on-premises, edge-
oriented containers, or virtual instances of
an application. Note unique requirements
in operations that separate the way hybrid
cloud is approached in IT systems versus
the cloud-enabled edge approach
represented in this framework. Cloud
options and connectivity are necessary for
a variety of use cases.

Cloud-enabled edge

Cloud-only applications may source data
from operations, an enterprise data lake, or
other data store but in general do not need
to communicate with operations in "real
time." They are highly collaborative,
massively scalable and can connect
ecosystem partners and disparate teams
with speed and flexibility. They tend to be
best suited to monitoring, analyzing,
planning, collaborating, and reporting.

Cloud only

Companies are already faced with the task of rationalizing heterogeneous legacy systems with newer technologies, and
they're now being asked to make sense of where they should be deployed and managed. In every case, the technology
architecture that supports this new smart, connected operation will be mixed, with different applications and platforms
running on devices and assets, on edge infrastructure, in cloud-enabled edge models, and in cloud-only models. 

Creating a Future Proof OT Architecture
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"The role of cloud in Operational Technology (OT) is
fundamentally different than it is in the business

computing world. Understanding that difference is
critical to the future of IT/OT convergence as well as next

generation OT architectures.” 

Cloud-enabled edge approaches will meet unique operational requirements while
extending capabilities for data sharing, remote operations and collaborative decision

making to support new use cases.

Source: Jonathan Lang, Research Manager, Worldwide IT/OT Convergence Strategies



Think about data requirements for your roadmap. Where the use
case and data requirements are collaborative, cloud will be
necessary. 

Establish up front, with close collaboration between IT and
operations, which applications and workloads will never change
models due to criticality requirements. 

Accept the multicloud, multihosted nature of the future and look to
establish scalable methods of management across multiple
systems. 

Interrogate your technology providers about their future plans to
ensure you have flexibility and options as your OT application
strategy evolves.

Create a digital engineering group made up of technical IT experts
and subject matter experts (engineers and other operations
experts) and be sure these teams engage a variety of stakeholders
and leverage the IDC's framework to evaluate individual workloads.
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IDC has defined a critical new organization
dedicated to supporting technology initiatives
and use cases in operations: digital engineering. 

This new function combines technical IT experts
with subject matter experts (typically
engineering) to define and execute the strategic
technology architecture in operations.

Advice for the Technology Buyer

https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=US46217020


Enterprises are beginning to recognize that cloud enables more seamless and timely collaboration both intra-
and inter-organizationally. It is exactly this kind of parallel, agile collaboration and decision making that
characterizes digital transformation. Business leaders must identify opportunities to move applications and
data to the cloud, which adds value without increasing operational risk. 

A technology management approach that is scalable and capable of managing multicloud, hybrid deployments
and will also consider the need for vetting application updates and technology changes made in operations
both on a technology and organizational basis will set enterprises up for success in the Future of Operations. 
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IDC's Perspective "Evaluating the Roles of Edge and Cloud in Operational Technology" (IDC
#US48035521), provides a framework for organizations to evaluate hosting and architectural
options for deploying operational technology (OT) applications and workloads. 

To learn more about the Future of Operations or IDC's other "Future of X" Practices, please
visit idc.com/FoX.

Watch IDC's Future of Operations webinar: The Future of Operations Worldwide Survey
Findings: AI, Cloud, and the Role of Data
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